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STRIVING FOR 
WORLD CLASS 
PRODUCTIVITY  
& BEST VALUE 
CUSTOMER 
PROPOSITION 
On 30 June 2008 I stepped into the 
large shoes vacated by Vic Dundas. 
As General Manager Axis Operations 
& Productivity, I report to Ports of 
Auckland (POAL) Managing Director 
Jens Madsen. With my colleague  
Craig Sain, General Manager Axis Sales, 
Marketing & Logistics, I am jointly 
responsible for the performance of  
Axis Intermodal – POAL’s container 
handling division.

This tasks me with leading the operational 
achievements of five business units within 
POAL’s service offering namely: Axis 
Transport; Axis Capacity & Planning; Axis 
Stevedoring; Axis Engineering; Axis Inland 
Ports, Axis Pack and Empty Depots.
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GRANT JOREY 
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AXIS FOCUS:
FROM THE DESK OF

GRANT JOREY 
GENERAL MANAGER
AXIS OPERATIONS 
& PRODUCTIVITY 

Planning

Led by Raoul Borley, this is the Terminal 
Control centre of the Port. This team works 
round the clock planning and controlling 
the port’s container operations. To do so 
they must ensure that all equipment and 
resources are deployed efficiently and 
effectively at all times. This means continued 
focus on identifying ways to work smarter 
– on CHE (container handling equipment) 
and on systems such as SPARCS the port’s 
electronic container handling programme.

Axis Stevedoring

Jonathan Hulme leads this largest division 
at the port. While independent stevedoring 
companies work at General Wharves, Axis 
Stevedoring’s focus is exclusively on the 
operation of all the CHE at the two container 
terminals Axis Bledisloe and Axis Fergusson. 
The team works towards consistency in 

the achievement of best handling practice 
standards across both terminals. Recent 
focus has been on the expansion of 
dual-direction straddle driving with the 
introduction of two-way lanes to provide 
more direct and faster access between the 
road grid and container stacks.

Transport

Jon Ward’s department has three prime 
functions:

• It operates the Rail Exchange at the Port.

• It controls the Road Office with its new 
VBS (Vehicle Booking System) for all 
trucks delivering and collecting containers 
to and from the container terminals.

• It operates Axis Shuttle which bridges the 
gaps where the straddle carriers can’t 
reach by moving containers – full, empty 
and transhipment – around the port.
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From left: Mike Osborne, Grant Jorey, Grange Pole, Jon Ward.

Axis Pack, Inland Ports &  
Empty Services

These services are all designed to add value 
and take costs out of the supply chain for our 
customers. They are an inherent part of our 
strategy of doing all we can in the provision of 
supply chain solutions for our customers.

Axis Pack provides general and specialised 
pack and unpack services for exporters and 
importers. The Empty services offering 
includes storage of empty containers for 
shipping lines, container cleaning, repair, 
pre-trip and other related services. There 
are Empty service centres at both container 
terminals and at the Inland Port at Wiri. Our 
Inland Port offering is utilised by many of our 
cargo owner customers who realise the Inland 
Port value by time and cost saving. (See pgs  
4 and 5).

Engineering

Like the port, Engineering never stops – it is 
operating 24/7, 365 days of the year. Led 
by Mike Osborne, a 60+ team of specialist 
civil, mechanical and electrical engineers 
is dedicated to servicing and maintaining 
all the engineering requirements of the 
port. This team aims to maintain a 100% 
round the clock port operation. They are 
consistently examining ways to improve 
reliability and efficiency of the CHE. Power 
and the electricity supply is obviously vital to 
the port’s 24/7 operation and Engineering 
is constantly looking at ways of improving 
power distribution systems across the port.

As this structure shows, we are a team. 
Our focus is on streamlining operations 
and increasing productivity towards the 
achievement of a consistent improvement 
of the service experience for all our Ports of 
Auckland customers.



OPERATIONS
REVIEW:

The Port Company’s endeavours 
towards this goal are apparent 
in expansion beyond the port 
gate. Pushing beyond the port 
gate, POAL is closely engaged 
on a number of Supply Chain 
collaborative initiatives with 
customers. Major among 
these is POAL’s Inland Port (IP) 
development at East Tamaki 
and its newest venture at Wiri in 
South Auckland, the catchment 
for a large number of major NZ 
exporters and importers. 

Coupled with the downturn in the 
international economy, escalating fuel costs 
and the retrenchment and rescheduling of 
shipping services has trained focus more 
intensely than ever before on the Supply 
Chain with cargo owners – exporters and 
importers – straining to identify how they 
can do it better, smarter, cheaper. “At 
POAL we want to assist in their effort. We’re 
doing that by bringing the Port closer to the 
customers’ doorstep through the offering of 
the Inland Port” explains Yvonne Theuerkauf, 
recently appointed Axis Intermodal Logistics 
Manager who works with customers to 
identify ways the port can assist with the 
realisation of supply chain efficiencies.

She works hand in glove with POAL Inland 
Port Manager Grange Pole who explains 
that the efficient flow of cargo to and from 

TOP OF THE 
BILL IN PORTS 
OF AUCKLAND’S 
VISION 
STATEMENT IS:

‘We want to 
ensure the 
most efficient 
and cost 
effective 
supply chain 
for NZ trade’.
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the wharf has become a very important 
element in the supply chain. “At POAL we are 
already very on-wharf, in-terminal, on-berth 
efficient with our systems, capacity and 
capabilities. Until recently we had no influence 
over what goes before and after and how 
efficiently those processes are executed. Now 
we’ve broken through the traditional port role 
barrier; we are focused on going beyond that 
to the supply chain where we can take some 
responsibility.”

STREAMLINE THE SUPPLY CHAIN 

The concept of Inland Ports arose from the 
need to streamline supply chains. At Wiri, 
IP Operations Supervisor Des Cook outlines 
the process: “Take import containers: our 
customers advise us before the ship arrives, 
of those containers they are interested in. 
We ensure they are identified in the Database 
for our yard planners who in turn, ensure 
those boxes are easily accessible in the stack 
for that night collection onto the shuttle for 
delivery to the Inland Port. That enables truck 
moves at low peak traffic times, minimisation 
of carbon emissions; efficient use of 
resources – all of which helps streamline and 
take costs out of supply chain.”

POAL’s IPs currently service some 50 
customers – both importers and exporters 
and others in the chain including shipping 
lines, freight forwarders and trucking 
contractors.

“Export containers get 10 days free storage 
at the IP however, exporters can use Wiri IP 
to feed export containers in as and when they 
wish thus freeing up capacity on their site” 
explains Grange Pole.

PORT BUYS INTO THE 
SUPPLY CHAIN



The intelligence from Yvonne Theuerkauf is 
that customers are using the POAL Inland 
Ports to their best advantage. “Some already 
have sophisticated supply chain processes 
that link in with their warehouse and  
inventory systems. And they are getting 
smarter in their use of the IP. Their feedback 
is highly positive.”

With many other shippers, large importer 
Panasonic’s NZ Distribution centre is based 
in South Auckland. Panasonic NZ imports 
some 1,500 TEU a year in 40ft containers 
into POAL from Japan, Malaysia, Singapore, 
China and Australia. NZ Shipping & Logistics 
Manager Hamish Pryce has identified real 
value in utilising an Inland Port hub. “We 
often have 30 or 40 FEUs at a time and 
we simply don’t have the capacity in our 
warehouse to store that volume. Nor do we 
have the resources to unload them all in one 
day. POAL’s Inland Port facility gives us the 
storage capacity and the opportunity to draw 
down containers as and when we need them. 
And they then collect our Empties which 
is a valuable element of the service for us 
because again, we don’t have the space to 
store the empties on site – especially at peak 
times such as pre-Christmas.  
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“For the importer, containers are 
repositioned from seaport to IP 
ready for immediate release next 
morning or, they can be held 
for as long as importers want. 
Demurrage is out of the equation; 
at the IP there are six free days 
and after that we charge a 
cheaper storage rate scale rather 
than a demurrage scale.”

EMPTY BOx REPOSITIONING 

An important element of the IP service 
offering is the repositioning of empty 
containers. Because of the nature of NZ’s 
imports of manufactured and dry goods and 
exports dominated by reefer product, there 
is a problematical proliferation of empties 
moving backwards and forwards in and out 
of the country. These empties are retrieved 
from importers’ yards, held at Wiri and 
redirected when required back to the seaport 
for re-export.

From left: Grange Pole, Yvonne Theuerkauf & Des Cook. Exporters can feed containers into the IP at any time.

The IP team has swipe access to our  
facility which means they can deliver and 
collect 24/7”.

Current annual volume handled at the IPs 
is 50,000 TEU. Available capacity is far 
greater. The team is confident volumes will 
increase significantly with the completion of a 
Rail Siding at Wiri which, with the support of 
OnTrack and KiwiRail, will be serviced initially 
by one and later by two daily shunts between 
the IP and the seaport. The rail shunts will 
ideally cater for 100,000 TEU a year moving 
between the IP and the seaport which will 
greatly assist in reducing vehicles on the road, 
thus impacting carbon emissions.

For further enquiries, please 
contact Yvonne Theuerkauf 
on DDI 09 309 1254 or email 
theuerkaufy@poal.co.nz



FACE TO FACE WITH:

MAERSK 
LINE NZJULIAN BEVIS

The second part of the question is 
about services and deployment: 
from 1997 when the first Maersk 
vessel arrived in NZ, the Line bucked 
the hubbing trend and served 
more NZ ports than any other line. 
Coincidentally Maersk remained 
generally independent of alliances, 
operating agreements, VSAs and the 
like. Today Maersk has nominated 
Ports of Auckland as its preferred 
North Island port; it has reduced 
direct port calls to some other  
NZ ports on mainline services, 
reinstated others and it has formed 
operating agreements and VSAs.  
Why the changes?

JB: ‘All the changes reflect the changing 
economic circumstances of Maersk and of 
the shipping industry generally. We’ve reacted 
to the market and also to our competitors 
and the changes they’ve made. We’ve all been 
hit by huge bunker price hikes. Oil prices have 
a knock-on effect – they put the whole cost 
base under pressure. Obviously NZ is a very 

Alongside the complex process of 
integrating PONL with Maersk and 
the ensuing changes, Maersk NZ 
also conducted a strategic review of 
its operation and port calls. Are all 
the changes ‘bedded down’ or are 
there more to come?

JB: ‘Organisationally Maersk worldwide 

went through a process called Streamline.  

This put the Maersk organisation into a 

configuration that would enable us to serve 

our customers better. In NZ that translates 

into getting much more focus into the front 

end of the organisation because we are 

now a self-sustaining, independent Maersk 

NZ with more authority and accountability. 

This ability to make decisions locally  

means we are better equipped to respond 

directly to local circumstances, market 

conditions and needs and we believe this 

will be very much to the benefit of our 

customers. So, the new Organisation is in 

place in NZ but it will continue to evolve.’

In the P&O ‘stable’ from the  
getgo, career container shipping 
executive Julian Bevis is 
convincingly delighted to be back 
in New Zealand where he is 
Managing Director for Maersk.

To NZ he brings a global perspective 
after a full career with P&O and its 
container shipping operating company 
OCL – Overseas Containers Ltd, 
where he held various commercial and 
managerial positions in the UK, NZ (in 
the mid 1970s), East Africa, Dubai, 
Rotterdam and most recently in India 
where he ran the region for 12 years 
– two years under the Maersk flag 
following its takeover of PONL.

Six months into his NZ posting, he 
discusses Maersk’s position in the NZ 
market after a period of major 
upheaval and change for the world’s 
largest shipping line.

RULES OF ENGAGEMENT
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long way from its markets which means it 
costs a lot of money to get there. And so, if 
we look for example at the East Coast North 
America service – here’s a long thin route 
across the Pacific between North America 
and NZ where the trade profile is one of 
relatively small volumes of seasonal traffic 
served by vessels calling a multiplicity of 
ports. It must make sense to see if you can’t 
share the way you do things with another 
operator. And so we have with Hamburg 
Sud. But it’s not so much a change of policy 
from Maersk saying ‘previously we didn’t 
work in alliances; now we do’. It’s a 
pragmatic policy approach. And in the new 
structure we are much better equipped to 
take the pragmatic approach.’

How do you achieve market 
acceptance to changes already 
made and more to come? 

JB: As we said, the entire cost base of all 
parties in the supply chain is under pressure. 
For us the pressure means we have to effect 
change. We don’t really want change, neither 
do our customers, neither do the ports – it’s 
disruptive for everyone concerned but it’s 
necessary. We need everyone to understand 
why we may not be able to do things in quite 
the same way as we did before. Successful 
change demands clear understanding which 
in turn requires communication between all 
parties to get a good understanding of each 
other’s business and needs. Our customers 
pay our salaries; obviously our relationship 
with them is paramount. Take Fonterra:  

this major NZ exporter is a hugely stimulating 
partner for us to work with. And I say 
‘partner’ because that is the basis of our 
relationship. In Fonterra we have a fantastic 
success story of a major exporter that 
devotes huge thought to how it moves 
exports to market and how it serves its 
overseas markets. 

Through these relationships and working 
partnerships we know NZ exporters are very 
aware of the necessity of maintaining a 
sustainable supply chain and equally aware of 
the tyranny of distance. Others may be less 
aware of the issues and so we intend 
engaging with all parties including Government 
to address these issues and to ensure they 
know and understand them. The basic 
principle of any business is that you can’t do 
things on your own; the world begins and 
ends in the marketplace: Ports of Auckland is 
on the same path with its Partnership 
Programme – the only way to address issues 
is to go out and talk about them.’

Maersk’s NZ head office at the Britomart Centre  
in Auckland.

Julian Bevis, Managing Director, Maersk NZ.

Julian Bevis with POAL executives Raoul Borley (left) and Jonathan Hulme at the 2008 POAL customer conference.
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In his first anniversary year with the port 
company, Chief Executive Jens Madsen, 
revealed plans to further expand  
POAL’s capacity to 1.7 Million TEU to  
cater for larger vessels calling the port 
beyond 2012. 

He summarised the Port’s drive to be 
the hub port in Australasia: “We will 
achieve this by improved productivity, ship 
turnaround speed, reducing unit costs, 
investing in new operating plant and 
systems to facilitate ever faster handling 
of increasing volume.” He demonstrated 
POAL’s early successful progress as prime 
hub port choice for many major lines, 
by showing statistics indicating 300% 
increase in transhipments through POAL 
over the past three years.

Enduring customer relationships remain  
a key port focus. The Port’s management 
team highlighted the Organisation’s 
commitment to this customer care 
programme. General Manager Sales & 
Marketing Craig Sain said the Port is a 
critical link in the Supply Chain. “We believe 
we can contribute to the optimisation of 
the Supply Chain. Through that input we 
aim to help our New Zealand customers to 
become more competitive.”
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THROUGH  
AN ENDURING 
PARTNERSHIP
Ports of AucklAnd conference

Held at the Hilton Hotel, Auckland 
in August, POAL’s 12th annual 
customer conference was the 
biggest yet with a record turnout of 
customers and stakeholders. In a 
programme of presentations by the 
Port’s management team, guests 
were updated on achievements, 
developments, plans, present and 
future focus.

KEYNOTE SPEAKER KEVIN SHOEBRIdGE 
FROM TEAM NEW ZEALANd
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THE 12TH ANNUAL 
POAL CUSTOMER 
CONFERENCE WAS 
THE BIGGEST YET.

HOW TO MOVE A 
CONTAINER OVER A 
‘BRIdGE’ WITHOUT 
TOUCHING THE 
‘BRIdGE’? THE TEAMS 
PROVEd UP TO THE 
CHALLENGE.
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Cars are an important 
business for Ports of 
Auckland which last year 
welcomed the importation 
of 173,000 vehicles 
across its General 
Wharves and into its 
2,200 dedicated car park 
space storage area.
A major contributor to POAL’s car 
imports, Toyofuji Shipping is a big 
customer for Ports of Auckland (POAL) 
in every way. Operating the biggest 
car carriers on the Japan/NZ route, 
Toyofuji’s behemoths of the PCC  
(Pure Car Carrier) trade arrive in 

TOYOFUJI PUTS POAL 
INTO OVERdRIVE

Auckland every second Tuesday to 
unload up to 1,500 new and used cars 
for the NZ market.

With their highly distinctive Dolphin 
on the vessels’ hulls, Toyofuji serves 
Oceania with three new Trans Future 
PCC RoRo ships each with capacity for 
5,000 vehicles. Two smaller PCCs with 
capacity for 800-1,200 vehicles fulfil the 
14 day rotation to NZ. Carrying both new 
and used cars, the Trans Future ships 
deliver on average some 3,000 vehicles 
fortnightly into the Australian market 
leaving a further 2,000 for NZ. Apart 
from bringing new and used cars from 
Japan to NZ, these vessels also collect 
Toyota’s Australian manufactured new 
cars, the Aurion and Camry for delivery 
to NZ. The five Toyofuji ships operate 
from Osaka, Nagoya and Kawasaki and 
call four NZ ports – Auckland, Lyttelton, 
Wellington to offload cars and finally 
Nelson to collect forest product for the 
return leg to Japan. Serving the Auckland 
region which is NZ’s largest car market, 
POAL in 2007 accounted for some 65% 
of Toyofuji’s 58,000 cars carried into NZ.

Formed in 1964, Toyofuji is 50% owned 
by Toyota Motor Corporation, 33.3% 

by Fujitrans Corporation, a Japanese 
stevedoring company and 16.7% by 
Toyota Transportation Company. Built 
primarily to service Toyota’s export 
transportation needs, Toyofuji’s Number 
One client is Toyota for which it initially 
operated exclusively. With the advent of 
the new generation 5,000 vehicle capacity 
PCC Trans Future Class ships, capacity 
was offered to other car exporters and 
importers as well.

General Manager Toyofuji Shipping New 
Zealand Ltd, is Blain Paterson who is 
justifiably proud of the Line’s schedule 
integrity: “Our vessels arrive on the dot 
every second Tuesday afternoon between 
12 Noon and 4pm. The POAL discharge 
works like clockwork with turnaround of 
the Trans Future ships taking between 
12 to 16 hours while the smaller ships 
turnaround in under eight hours.”

Toyota NZ Number One Motor Company

At Ports of Auckland’s Bledisloe Wharf, 
Toyota New Zealand (TNZ) is also a 
customer in its own right through its lease 
of the Toyota OnWharf Port Facility. 2007 
was Toyota’s 20th consecutive year as 
NZ’s Number One motor company for the 
import of both new and used vehicles.

Blain Paterson, General Manager Toyofuji NZ Ltd
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POAL customer Toyofuji Shipping operates the biggest 
car carrier vessels on the Japan/NZ trade including the 
Transfuture 7 seen here at POAL.

173,000 vehicles  
were imported into 

POAL in 2007.
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‘Getting to know you, 
Getting to know all 
about you….’
Putting a new slant on the old song, 
Ports of Auckland has introduced a 
Partnership Programme in which the 
dating partners are the port and its 
customers. The Programme provides 
the structure for the two parties to 
get to know each other much better 
– intimately even. And like all good 
relationships, the success of this one will 
be based on equal commitment  
and trust. 

customer relations and more so – to 
develop the relationship from a simple 
vendor supplier/customer relationship 
to a partnership – an enduring, equally 
committed relationship.”

The Programme was established as a 
structure in which Ports of Auckland’s 
(POAL) Senior Management can meet with 
Shipping Line customer senior management 
on a regular basis throughout the year to 
review customers’ performance, POAL’s 
performance and to discuss the market and 
market developments, the impact and likely 
impact of these developments on the  
Port’s operation and the customers’ 
business. The aim is the achievement of 
a better understanding of each others’ 
business, market position and needs.

A formal customer care and call 
programme that includes engagement, 
service level monitoring and measurement 
and the setting of KPIs (Key Performance 
Indicators), the Partnership Programme 
is designed for the Port and ALL its 
customers.

But surely customer relations are part 
and parcel of the port’s daily commercial 
routine? Why is it necessary to have a 
special programme for the port to relate 
to customers or for customers to relate to 
the port? Axis Intermodal Manager Sales, 
Marketing and Product Development, 
Richard Potton, outlines the Partnership 
Programme, its derivation and its goals:

“We established the programme last 
year to improve the way we manage 

GETTING TO KNOW YOU
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Equal Commitment

Richard Potton confirms that on the 
international ports and shipping market 
rollercoaster over the last few years, 
relationships have suffered with needs 
going unidentified or ignored. “We all know 
best price is important to all parties but we 
also know that when core strategies rest 
on pricing alone to compete – there is no 
winner. And so both parties need to know a 
lot more about each other – our needs, our 
operations, our business, our goals  
and aspirations.”

He explains that the Partnership Programme 
does not replace day to day meetings 
between Port and customer about function 
specific issues eg, berthage, operations 
etc. “In the past our customer meetings 
and communications were frequently 
function specific. This is different; this 
is regular engagement between the two 
parties’ senior management who bring an all 
embracing perspective to the meeting”.

He describes the Programme as a 
collaborative effort. One which, as such, 
demands honesty and trust as the safety 
net for discussions of often commercially 
sensitive information. “We’re sharing 
information – often confidential and of a 
nature that neither party would ever have 
shared with the other before. In practical 
terms what happens is that each time we 
meet we review performance historically, 
then table a list of possible measurements 
and work together to establish KPIs. On a 
quarterly basis we exchange KPI updates 
to review progress. They might include 
for example, ship turnaround time for the 
Port and perhaps, schedule integrity and 
ontime arrivals for the customer. It’s a dual 
monitoring tool which enables us both to 
identify, discuss and prioritise performance 
improvement opportunities.”

He says that getting closer to customers 
--‘getting to know you’-- brings valuable 
understanding of their business and their 
priorities and vice versa. “It’s amazing how 
many misconceptions there are out there 
– we all have them and it’s great to see 
them dispelled or put straight”.

Richard Potton winces at the suggestion 
that this all sounds something of a 
management consultant ‘touchy touchy, 
feely, feely’ instigation. “No, not at all; 
it might sound like a soft touch but if 
so then it’s very much at the hard face! 
We’re convinced that the key to enduring 
customer/port relationships is knowledge 
– for us: knowledge about our customers 
and for them: knowledge about the Port.”

Senior Management Buy-In

He reports that at this relatively early stage 
in the Programme, it is working well. “At 
present the KPIs so far established have 
all been operational. But we are beginning 
now to move forward to focus on more 
commercial elements and become more 
strategic in the KPI setting eg – to look at 
new business initiatives, new trade initiatives 
and new business opportunities. From those 
KPIs we plan to establish Project teams to 
focus on each element.”

He is concerned that customers understand 
the importance of who attends the 
meetings. “The Partnership Programme will 
stand or fall on the level of engagement 
by the senior level of decision-making 
management. That’s the critical factor. We 
are sending in our senior team and we are 
looking for an equal buy-in and commitment 
to the Programme from customers. This all 
being equal, the Programme will succeed 
with the benefits accruing to both parties.”
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News and views 
on New Zealand 
container trades

MARKET ROUNDUP
of millions of dollars’ upgrading rolling 
stock and system. With the achievement 
of government funding towards the 
establishment of a rail siding at its 
Inland Port (IP) at Wiri, Ports of Auckland 
is about to sign a Memorandum of 
Understanding with Ontrack for the 
introduction of initially one and up to two 
KiwiRail rail shunt services daily between 
the IP and the seaport. This would enable 
far greater utilisation of the port’s modern 
rail grid which has remained under-utilised 
due to lack of available rail services.

The NZ Government has bought 

back rail from private ownership. 

Relaunched as KiwiRail in July, the 

old rolling stock has been given a 

new look and charged with increasing 

rail’s share of domestic freight from 

18 to 25%. Prime Minister of the 

National Party that first privatised NZ 

Rail 15 years ago, Jim Bolger has 

been appointed Chairman of KiwiRail’s 

first Board which is in the throes of 

appointing a new CEO and management 

team. The NZ Government already 

owns the rail infrastructure including 

tracks, through subsidiary Ontrack. 

The incumbent Labour Government 

has committed to spending ‘hundreds 
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POAL’s modern rail grid will get higher utilisation 
with anticipated rail shunts between the inland port 
and the sea port. Brian Stocking



PORTS OF AUCKLAND 
CUSTOMER CONFERENCE 
  NEWS FLASHES:

•   A new rail siding will be built at POAL’s Wiri Inland Port 
(IP) to enable rail shunt connections between the IP 
and the seaport with capacity to transfer 100,000 
TEU pa on the rail services.

•   Following its proven success at Axis Fergusson 
Container Terminal, the Vehicle Booking System (VBS) 
will be rolled out at Axis Bledisloe Container Terminal 
in September 2008 and extended to cover General 
Wharves further down the track.

•   40% of truck visits to both container terminals 
occur after hours. POAL is eager to increase that 
number and get the trucks off the roads during 
peak traffic hours. Since the introduction of VBS at 
Axis Fergusson Container Terminal earlier this year, 
the average truck turn-time at Fergusson Container 
Terminal has been reduced from 29 down to  
24 minutes.

Recent shipping and related 
appointments include Brian Stocking, 
former Hapag-Lloyd NZ General Manager, 
as Executive Director of the Chartered 
Institute of Logistics and Transport 
(CILT). At the Ministry of Transport, 
Martin Matthews has taken over 
as Chief Executive and Secretary for 
Transport. This is a very different brief 
for the previous Ministry for Culture 
& Heritage Chief Executive. Maersk 
has appointed Tine Jensen as NZ 
Sales, Marketing & Planning Manager.

After inaugurating NZ services in 
March this year, Gold Star Line pulled 
out of the market three months later 
blaming escalating bunker costs. On its 
TransTasman service, the Hong Kong 
based Gold Star was represented by Zim.

Tine Jensen
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